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evaluation | Irene Soriano Navarro

In the previous issue, we looked at the problem of a city that was sinking due 
to the excessive impermeability of the subsoil. Since the challenge of the 
Chulalongkorn project was water management, storing it in times of heavy 
rains and supplying it in times of drought, this issue revolves around a piece 
of land located on a body of water, but in this case totally permeable, where 
the difficulty lies in its current and future regeneration in a natural way. 

Sacca Sessola is an artificial island of 140,000m2, located in the Venice lagoon, 
which was constructed from mud dredged from the excavation of the old port 
in the 19th century. The island, which housed the pneumology hospital of 
Venice at the beginning of the 20th century, was abandoned for many decades.

The project carried out by the team Czestudio associati as landscape designers 
and MTLC | Matteo Thun & Partners as authors of the architectural restoration 
part, aims to restore the island and reopen it to the public. 

The goals are to create a new park that respects and values the pre-existing 
conditions and to integrate 0 km agricultural production, where the island 
is the producer of the food that is consumed there. To this end, a design is 
prepared in harmony with seasonal cycles, so that the vegetable garden and 
permanent fruit trees can supply food throughout the year. 

This design of self-production is in turn a technique that ensures the natural 
regeneration of the soils, the focal point of the project, with a total of 
25,000m2 to be rejuvenated. The recovery process is carried out through 
the self-production design and by planting leguminous plants, which are 
capable of fixing atmospheric nitrogen in the subsoil through their roots, 
which form special structures that help the fertility of the soil by releasing 
nutrients. In this way, soil regeneration is achieved with a minimum economic 
impact while moving the least amount of earth. 

Along with this “productive design of the land”, other construction works 
are carried out to recover walking routes, small plazas, the creation of 
illuminated paths in white stone that connect with the restored pavilions...  

Access to the public island is ensured by the excavation of an old canal and 
newly-designed docks, with walkways leading to the new plaza finished 
with white stone. From the plaza (under which a tank is built for the storage 
and reuse of rainwater) it is possible to reach the hotel building and the 
pavilions, parks and facilities.hite stone. From the plaza (under which a 
tank is built for the storage and reuse of rainwater) it is possible to reach the 
hotel building and the pavilions, parks and facilities.
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Images from the interior of Sacca Sessola 

Island. In the background you can see the bell 

tower of St Mark’s Basilica in Venice in the 

Piazza San Marco. (MZ)

Sacca Sessola Island
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an island that faces Venice
Starting with a ‘general and unitary design plan’, drafted in collaboration 
with the Public Administration and the Superintendent for Architectural 
and Landscape Heritage of Venice, for the abandoned island within the 
Venice lagoon, a reconversion process was undertaken to reuse and 
recycle the landscape and existing structures, which involved the whole 
Sacca Sessola island.

Supporting the reception complex (executed by Thun & Partners) is a newly 
landscaped productive park, associated with the restoration of the historical 
existing one, which was converted and re-designed as a generator of 
desirable activities. 

The implementation of a new ‘0 km’ agricultural area has been planned and 
carried out, in addition to the activation of low-maintenance natural resource 
management processes. 

In order to enhance and stimulate the island’s accessibility for the inhabitants 
of Venice, an old interior canal and a new dock, plaza and paths have been 
excavated and re-opened; the addition of floating docks and ramps ensure 
public access to the island. 

Profile of the city of Venice from the Sacca 

Sessola island. (CZ)
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XIX - XX century | industrial venice

XIX century | preindustrial  venice

XX - XXI  century  |  actual   venice
 

The Sacca Sessola island, together with 

Sacca Fisola were made using mud 

dredged from the excavation of the new 

industrial Venice island harbour, during the 

second half of the nineteenth century.

city of Venice

Sacca Fisola

city of Venice

Sacca Sessola

Sacca Sessola

XIX - XX century | industrial Venice

XIX  century | preindustrial Venice

XX - XXI century | current Venice
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Sacca Sessola island. Open 
spaces and historical park  
Sacca Sessola is an artifi cial island located in the central Venice lagoon. The 
island is part of the Natura 2000 network as a “Special Protection Area (SPA)” 
under the Birds Directive.

The Sacca Sessola island, together with Sacca Fisola, tell the story of the fi rst 
stages of the industrialization of nineteenth century Venice. Both islands were 
made using mud dredged from the excavation of the new industrial Venice 
island harbour during the second half of the nineteenth century.

At that time, Sacca Sessola, together with the other artifi cial island of Sacca 
Fisola, were used for the storage of petroleum.

At the beginning of the twentieth century, the island was converted into the 
Venice pneumological hospital, one of the most important in the nation, which 
was later abandoned and left  unused for many decades.

During the construction of the large hospital and annexes, built within the 
dictates of rationalist architecture, the island was redesigned with the addition 
of a large formal park, now protected for its architectural and natural heritage.

In the middle of the last century, the island emerged in its completed form as 
one single unit, a self-suffi  cient body producing vegetables, fruit and olives, 
with its own stables, storage facilities and oil mills.

Historical images taken in 1930 of the

pneumological hospital still existing today on

the island.
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Aerial historical image   1950 

In the middle of the past century 

the island appeared in its completed 

structure as a self-sufficient hospital 

organism, producing vegetables, fruit 

and olives, with its own stables, storage 

facilities and oil mills

Aerial image 2012 

Starting in 2012, the island 

underwent a process of 

regeneration with respect to both 

the landscape and the existing 

buildings in order to create a new 

accommodation centre.

Aerial historical image    1980

Aerial historical image    2004

In 2004 a company bought the island 

to develop touristic facilities and began 

the restoration works. This failed shortly 

after and the island was left as a large 

abandoned construction site.

500 m

300 m
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In the 1970s, the hospital discontinued the tuberculosis treatments and 
the slow decay of the health-care structures began. The site had become 
too difficult to reach by public water transport and too problematic to be 
economically sustained.

Throughout the 1970s and most of the 1980s, the hospital remained in charge 
of the health facility, removing most curative functions and abandoning 
maintenance of the site. It was eventually sold to a private company in the late 
1980s.

In 2004, a company bought the island to develop touristic facilities and 
began restoration operations; however, this iniciative soon failed, leaving 
the island without maintenance for many years. It remained as a large 
abandoned construction site for a long time.

With the new ownership (2012-2016), the island has gone through a process 
of regeneration with respect to both landscaping and the existing buildings, 
in order to convert it into a new accommodation centre. To ensure this result, 
the Venice Public Administration signed an agreement with the owners to 
regulate the public use of the island, as well as its public accessibility.

In this way, a complete and integrated plan for the whole island was achieved, 
focused on landscape restoration and a regenerative design as its point of 
synthesis.

The objective of restoring the whole island as an integrated structure is the 
point of synthesis and cohesion of the different operations for the renovation 
and repurposing of the fixtures and open spaces.

Images of the interior 

of the island before the 

intervention. 2012 (CZ)
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Sacca Sessola is an artificial island, located in 

the central Venice lagoon. The island is part 

of the ‘2000 Nature’ ecological network. (MZ) 
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landscape concept

The landscape concept was focused on ‘taking care’ of abandoned soils and on 
the regeneration of different areas and activities.

The new ‘0 km’ agriculture production has been integrated with the existing 
formal park, protected by the application of restrictions on construction. 

Accordingly, the productive garden plan is organized around an annual 
rotation of open field crops (aimed at natural soil regeneration and 
phytopathological control), supported by winter sowing in the existing 
greenhouse, which has been restored. For these reasons, the garden is 
alternated with grassy meadows and fields for the regeneration of soils. 

A complete and integrated masterplan for the 

whole island was achieved, focused on landscape 

restoration and design regeneration. (MZ)
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main buildings  

     

1.  main hotel

2.  hotel water access    

3.  docks

4.  hospital director’s house    

5.  offi ces

6.  board rooms    

7.  congress center

8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13 abandoned building    

14. abandoned church 

15. abandoned recreational room

16. water tower

 

landscape 

17.  historical park

18.  hotel garden

19.  abandoned productive olive groves

20. abandoned productive vegetable lands

21.  abandoned construction site

22. existing technological facilities

23. abandoned buildings related to

     agricultural production

24. natural fi elds

2
Existing Plan

The landscape concept has been focused 

on ‘taking care’ of the existing 16 hectares of 

abandoned island soil and resources, and on 

actions to restore them.

Aerial image 2012
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The priority objectives involve both the preservation of existing 

landscaping (formal parks and gardens) and their integration with 

the remaining open areas, as well as the recovery of spaces, 

vestiges and reminders of the island’s former structure, in order 

to restore its original identity and unity. 
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landscape design

The renewal of the landscape and the regeneration of the existing open spaces 
has been oriented towards reconnecting, through a contemporary landscape 
design, the different parts of the island with the existing structures, buildings 
and pavilions, which had become disconnected and inaccessible as a result of 
the long period of abandonment.

The priority objectives involve both the preservation of existing landscaping 
(formal parks and gardens) and their integration with the remaining open 
areas, as well as the recovery of spaces, vestiges and reminders of the 
island’s former structure, in order to restore its original identity and unity. As 
mentioned above, at the beginning of the twentieth century, the hospital and 
the associated open spaces provided an example of a self-sufficient system for 
the management of disease and food resources.

In accordance with the aims pursued by this project, and in order to adapt 
the open-space design to the standards of the planned activities and ensure 
compliance with the current regulations and the condition of the site, 
other small facilities were introduced into the gardens so as to increase the 
enjoyment of the island in harmony with the principle of conservation and 
the maintenance of existing natural assets. 

Finally, a low-cost maintenance plan for the natural areas was implemented 
(especially on the non-formal  park  and productive garden portions of the 
site). These objectives were shared with the Public Administration in order 
to ensure an appropriate level of synergy with the demands of public access 
to the island, and the management of the formerly uncultivated areas, which 
were partially restored to an agricultural function and partly given over to a 
phase of natural evolution through a soil regeneration process.

These objectives have been suitably addressed in the intervention strategy, 
articulated in four ‘project actions’ for the different areas of the island.

DESIGN STRATEGIES

Four intervention strategies have been identified:

1. The restoration of the historical park.

2. The activation of the productive garden.

3. The on-site regeneration of existing soils. 

4. The re-opening of the existing canal and new docks.

View of the landscaped plaza next to the dock. (MZ)
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vegetación:

mitigación de instalaciones y escaleras 
a través de la vegetación | 140 m2

FORMAL PARK   
A |  INTERVENTIONS

vegetations

surfaces
gravel paths mantainance     |  18000 mq

demolition on the existing paving and 
replacements with grassfield   |   530 mq

facilities and stairs mitigation 
through vegetation   | 140 mq

homogenization of the border vegeta-
tion on the roof terraces  | 456 ml

homogenization of the border vegetation on 
the ground floor with Juniperus var.| 280 mq

new formal hedge    | 460 ml

new tree edge

PRODUCTIVE GARDENS   
B |  INTERVENTIONS

grassfields           |    1308 mq

wildflowers meadows   |   4600 mq

productive garden        |   11640 mq

orchards    1600 mq | 270 trees

shrubs                  |    763 m

roses walks         |     310 m

gutters replacements with drainage 
trenches and grassfield    |   32000 m

pool

stone paths           |       3000 mq

stabilized paving  |      3460 mq

graveled area       |       316 mq

NATURAL AREAS
C |  INTERVENTIONS

vegetations

soil regeneration area left to natural 
evolution

natural evolution vegetation

NEW CANAL AND DOKS
D | INTERVENTIONS

brick wall bank         |     244 m 

natural bank             |     260 m

strengthened natural park   |  153 m

bridges

shore strenghtening and  maintenance
the shore vegetation control
Tamarix gallica, Eleagnus angustifolia, Ulmu

shore strenghtening and completion o
the shore vegetation  |
Tamarix gallica, Eleagnus angustifolia, Ulmu

shore strenghtening and completion of the 
shore vegetation
Tamarix gallica, Eleagnus angustifolia   

facilities mitigation through completio
of the existing vegetation 
Pinus nigra, Quercus ilex Laurus nobilis (n°4

new canal costruction | Tamarix gallica

vegetación
mitigación de instalaciones y escaleras a 
través de la vegetación | 140 m2

homogeneización de la vegetación 
fronteriza en las terrazas

FORMAL PARK
A  | INTERVENTIONS

vegetation
facilities and stairs mitigation
through vegetation   |  140 m2

homogenization of the border vegetation on 
the roof terraces  | 456 m

homogenization of the border vegetation on 

surfaces

demolition of the existing paving and  

NATURAL AREAS
C |   INTERVENTIONS

vegetation

soil regeneration area left to natural
evolution

natural evolution vegetation

PRODUCTIVE GARDENS
B  |    INTERVENTIONS

path of roses

pool

graveled area

NEW CANAL AND DOCKS
D  |    INTERVENTIONS

  |  244 m

natural bank | 260 m

bridges

facilities mitigation through completion of 
the existing vegetation
Pinus nigra, Quercus ilex, Laurus nobilis

Tamarix gallica

shore strengthening and completion of the 
shore vegetation

 shore strengthening and completion of the 
 shore vegetation

 shore strengthening and maintenance of  the
 shore vegetation control
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main buildings:

1.  main hotel 

2.  hotel water access

3.  docks  

4.  outbuilding

5.  offi ces  

6.  board rooms

7.  congress centre 

8.  cavana

9.  suites  

10. spa

11.  staff housing 

12. gym

13. outbuilding 

14. church-public hall

15. restaurant 

16. water tower

landscape design:

17. historical park

18. hotel garden

19. common gardens

20. productive olive grove

21. vegetable and fruit productive garden

22. soil regeneration and natural 

development areas:

23  new public canal and docks

24  new public plaza

25. children plaza and pool

Proposal plan Aerial photo 2016
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Formal Park_The design and restoration strategies were 

based on erasing incongruent previous addictions. (MZ)
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1. formal park
The fi rst part is related to the restoration of the historic formal park.

The existing park had not been maintained for many years and was in a dilapidated 
state of abandonment. The early twentieth century design of concrete drain edges 
had been distorted for no apparent reason by the overlaying of concrete road curbs 
in order to raise the fl owerbeds. Many trees, dead due to lack of care and water, had 
been replaced with small-sized trees, totally at odds with the spirit of the site.

The design and restoration strategies were based on a very simple principle: 
develop the project by erasing incongruent previous additions.

Other simple operations, such as introducing irrigation into the meadow of 
trees and recognizing and focusing on certain existing botanical themes, have 
highlighted colours and shapes.

The replacement of pre-existing grey construction gravel with thin white broken 
stone chips from Lessinia has completed the restoration of the formal park.

By mixing the existing shapes with renewed materials,

the old shapes have been highlighted, bringing back

the colours of the twentieth century garden. (CZ)
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Formal Park_Many trees, dead due to lack of care and 

water, had been replaced with small sized ones, totally 

at odds with the spirit of the place. (MZ)
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vegetación:

mitigación de instalaciones y escaleras 
a través de la vegetación | 140 m2

FORMAL PARK   
A |  INTERVENTIONS

vegetations

surfaces
gravel paths mantainance     |  18000 mq

demolition on the existing paving and 
replacements with grassfield   |   530 mq

facilities and stairs mitigation 
through vegetation   | 140 mq

homogenization of the border vegeta-
tion on the roof terraces  | 456 ml

homogenization of the border vegetation on 
the ground floor with Juniperus var.| 280 mq

new formal hedge    | 460 ml

new tree edge

vegetación
mitigación de instalaciones y escaleras a 
través de la vegetación | 140 m2

homogeneización de la vegetación 
fronteriza en las terrazas

FORMAL PARK
A  | INTERVENTIONS

vegetation
facilities and stairs mitigation
through vegetation   |  140 m2

homogenization of the border vegetation on 
the roof terraces  | 456 m

homogenization of the border vegetation on 

surfaces

demolition of the existing paving and  

Replacement of pre-existing grey construction gravel with 

thin white stone chips from Lessinia. (CZ)

hotel facilities and stairs
mitigation through vegetation     sup.: 140 mq

hotel roof terrace
border vegetation homogenization  L.: 465 ml

hotel ground floor
border vegetation homogenization with
Juniperus var.                 sup.: 280 mq

park
new formal hedges  L.:  460 ml

park
gravel paths mantainance   sup.: 18000 mq 

demolition on the existing paving and 
replacement with grassfield  L.: 530 mq

new tree edge

hotel facilities and stairs   

mitigation through vegetation   s:  140 m2

hotel roof terrace

border vegetation homogenization   L:  465 m

hotel ground floor

border vegetation homogenization with

Juniperus var                       s: 280 m2

park

new formal hedges   L:  460 m

park

gravel paths maintenance   s:  18.000 m2

demolition of the existing paving

and replacement with grass fields  s: 530 m2

new tree edge
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Simple operations were done, such as 

introducing irrigation into the meadow 

of trees, and recognizing, focusing and 

implementing certain existing botanical 

themes.

Images from differents periods such as 

autumn, spring and winter 1 (MZ) 2 y 3 (CZ)    
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Restored garden image (MZ)
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Olea europea

New pool image (MZ)

trincea drenante con tubo microforato

pavimentazione in pietra artificiale bianca

+2.50
+2

0.80 1.85

t

+2.54

1.27

4.67

+ 2.29 +2.29

3.12

+2.24

0.92

trincea drenante con tubo microforato

pavimentazione in pietra artificiale bianca

1.
51

0.80

+1.60

+2.10

3.17

trincea drenante con tubo microforato

pavimentazione in pietra artificiale bianca

canala a fessura
tipo "ACO-Drainlock"

0.80 0.30 2.76

+2.13

0.30

longitudinal  sump

white artifi cial st

Olea europea

white artifi cial stone

Olea europea

draining line

white artifi cial stone

draining line
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2. productive gardens

The historic olive grove, still productive, has been regenerated using air 
insuffl  ation techniques and, as with the formal park, incongruous additions 
and accumulated material have been removed.

The main landscape design aims to create a new park, integrated with the 
existing formal one, for ‘a renewed 0 km agricultural production’. 

The design of the vegetable garden was organized around seasonal cycles in 
accordance with the annual cultivation of the open fi elds and the permanent 
cultivation of the orchards, aromatic plants and mushroom gardens. A pre-
existing greenhouse has been restored.

Crop rotation promotes soil health, both in terms of phytopathological control 
and soil fertility, the latter of which was ensured by leguminous plants, which 
have a remarkable capacity to release nutrients into the soil.

The inconsistency of artifi cially maintaining a vegetable garden simply for an 
aesthetic desire led the designers to begin by developing a surface agricultural 
drainage plan, trusting in the future cultivation of the lands. The idea was that 
if the lands were left  uncultivated, they would evolve into stable natural fi elds.

Fortunately, the young chef who began managing the restaurant, located in 
the existing ‘Dopolavoro’ pavilion, is now working with a Venetian farmer to 
produce vegetables in the garden for use in the restaurant’s kitchen. 

‘The main landscape design aims to create a new 

park, integrated with the existing formal one, for a 

renewed ‘0 km’ agricultural production.(MZ) 
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PRODUCTIVE GARDENS   
B |  INTERVENTIONS

grassfields           |    1308 mq

wildflowers meadows   |   4600 mq

productive garden        |   11640 mq

orchards    1600 mq | 270 trees

shrubs                  |    763 m

roses walks         |     310 m

gutters replacements with drainage 
trenches and grassfield    |   32000 m

pool

stone paths           |       3000 mq

stabilized paving  |      3460 mq

graveled area       |       316 mq

PRODUCTIVE GARDENS
B  |    INTERVENTIONS

path of roses

pool

graveled area

aromatic plants

 s: 640 m2

fruit trees

270 uds

cultivated area

s: 11.000 m2

shrubs

s1  L  180 m

s2  L  337 m

   s3  L  245 m

lawns

grass fields s: 2733 m2

wildflowers meadows s: 4600 m2

paths

stone paths a s: 3000 m2

existing stone paths a* s: 1092 m2

stabilized paving c s: 2654 m2

graveled stabilized paving d s: 1407 m2

graveled area e s: 1407 m2

View of the productive gardens. (MZ)  
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growing vegetables / 

vegetables in open field with annual rotation

cultivated vegetables :
tomato, lettuce, aubergine, bell pepper, celery, radicchio, 
pumpkin, courgette, cucumber, broad bean, pea, lentil, 
chickpeas

rest period crops:
rapeseed, alfalfa, clover

aromatic plants in the greenhouse :
thyme, savory, sage, rosemary

vines and orchards

fixed cultivation of vegetables/ 

vegetables and aromatic plants in the greenhouse
fixed cultivation orchards in the open fieldgrowing vegetables /

vegetables in open field with annual rotation

fixed cultivation of vegetables /

vegetables and aromatic plants in the greenhouse

permanent orchards for cultivation in the open field

cultivated vegetables :

tomato, lettuce, aubergine, bell pepper, celery, radicchio,

pumpkin, courgette, cucumber, broad bean, pea, lentil,

chickpeas

rest period crops:

rapeseed, alfalfa, clover

aromatic plants in the greenhouse :

thyme, savory, sage, rosemary

vines and orchards

The annual rotation of open field crops ensures the natural 

regeneration of the earth, both with regard to phytopathological 

control and the nourishment of the soils. (MZ)
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Permanent orchards, aromatic plants and mushroom

gardens have been cultivated. A pre-existing greenhouse

has been renovated as a winter nursery. (MZ)
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new shrubs (suggested)
Rosmarinus officinalis

Rose wall
Creeping plants

Aromatic shrubs:
Thymus vulgaris, Satureja hortensis, Salvia officinalis, Roselinum hort
Ocinum basilicum, Laurus nobilis, Origanum vulgare, Origanum majo
Matricaria chamomilla, Mentha viridis, Melissa officinalis

The vegetable garden design was organized

around seasonal cycles, according to annual 

open fi elds farming. (CZ)
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There is a plan for the ‘0 km’ production of fruits and vegetables based on seasonal 
crop rotation.

For this reason, the Productive Garden scheme was designed for an annual 
rotation of open fi eld crops, perennial plants for the orchards, and greenhouses 
for horticultural cultivation. 

The cultivation of aromatic plants grown on open fi elds is planned, using the 
existing  winter greenhouse for necessary support.

The annual rotation of open fi eld crops ensures the regeneration of the natural 
soils, both in terms of phytopathological control and  to nourish the soil, which 
can be sown during rest periods with alfalfa, rape and leguminous  plants, 
generally capable of releasing nutrients into the earth. The restaurant located 
in the existing ‘Dopolavoro’ pavilion began working with a Venetian farmer in 
order to produce vegetables in the garden for use in its kitchen.

plants. (MZ)

Productive seasonal 

garden for the

restaurant. (CZ)

Mushroom garden.

(CZ)
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The Sacca Sessola “0 km” horticultural production

integrated with the cultivation of fl owers. (MZ)
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To begin, the historic olive grove, still productive, has

been regenerated using air insuffl ation techniques  

and accumulated materials were removed.

Before intervention. (CZ)

After intervention. (MZ)
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Section 2

Section 3
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Olea europea

longitudinal  sump

draining line

white artificial stone

Olea europea

draining line

white artificial stone

  After intervention. (MZ)

(CZ)

Before intervention. Restoration of historical buildings 

and historic olive grove. (CZ)
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Olea europea

bush of Laurus nobilis

hedge of Pitosporum

Construction of new stone paving, iluminated with 

bollards, for the mail access routes to buildings and for 

relations with the formal park and access to the olive 

grove. (MZ)
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3. soil regeneration
The quality control of the existing soil has been an essential part of the project. 
The issue of its regeneration, aft er having been left  uncultivated for many years 
and used as ‘open storage’, occupies an important role in the design of the island 
park due to its economic impact.

In order  to reduce the need to supply topsoil and its associated high cost, the 
‘on-site’ regeneration of soil was achieved by moving more than thirty thousand 
cubic metres of earth, providing minimal carry-over of land required for soil 
levelling.

To regenerate this soil, the existing herbaceous vegetation had been mapped 
on site and their seeds were sewn, mixed with the seeds of leguminous plants. 
Three years were needed before this process delivered the fi rst signifi cant 
results.

The issue of rejuvenating the existing soil, which had not been cultivated for 
many years and was being used for open-air storage, played a central role in the 
park’s design. Three diff erent possibilities have been explored and compared:

Option 1.  The delivery of new fertile topsoil to the island, with the 
consequent increase in costs due to the logistics of transporting it by 
water to the island.

Option 2.  The idea of ‘in situ’ soil regeneration, providing minimum 
land replenishment for landscaping and paving and requiring the 
planting of leguminous plants.

Option 3.  Combine the two previous solutions by importing some new 
fertile topsoil while also regenerating soil on the island.

Soil regeneration. The existing herbaceous vegetation had 

been mapped on site and their seeds were sown, mixed 

with the seeds of leguminous plants. (CZ)
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m2

m2

m2
m2

Combine the two previous options by importing some new fertile 

topsoil while also regenerating soil on the island.

On-site soil regeneration, providing minimum land replenishment 

for landscaping and paving and requiring the planting of leguminous 

plants.

The delivery of new fertile topsoil to the island, with the consequent 

increase in costs due to the logistics of water transport.

option 1 option 2 option 3

m2
m2

m2

m2
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vegetation and herbs survay

Groups of  Halimione portulacoindes

Spontaneus shrubs association
Sambucus nigra; Robinia pseudoacacia;  Rubus ulmifolius

Ruderal vegetation 
groups of  Phagmites australis

Open fields | Ruderal vegetation on abandoned vegetable gardens
Sorghum halepensis 
Artemisia verlotorum 
Helianthus tuberosus 

Ruderal vegetation
groups of  Convolvulus, Carex, Achillea

Ruderal vegetation
groups of  Sorghum halepensis
groups of  Chenopodium album

Ruderal vegetation  
groups of Abutilum

Open fields | Ruderal vegetation on abandoned vegetable gardens
Sorghum halepensis 
Artemisia verlotorum 
Helianthus tuberosus 

Ruderal vegetation 

Fields of Festuca sp.

Existing site image (CZ)

  

   vegetation and herbs  survey
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The on-site soil-regeneration technique has been followed

by sowing seeds of leguminous plants, with minimum

land repositories needed to bring them back to project

quotas. Image after 3 years  of regeneration. (CZ)
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total soil to be kept on site: 
30600 mc

existing soil mounds:
9500 mc
canal excavation soil mounds:
15300 mc

drainage works soil 
excavations mounds:
15300 mc

soil elevation distribution and 
levels:
A_soil leveling on existing quotas
B_soil leveling and raising soil from 
excavations (maximum 0,73 m hight)
C_soil leveling and raising soil from 
excavations (maximum 1,08 m hight)

new soil uses:
A_gardens
B_actual productive garden
C_future productive garden extention
D_natural evolution land

li d j

om 
ght)

existing site

+0,60 SEA LEVEL MEDIUM RISE ( 266 TIMES A YEAR ) 1966-2010

sec. 3

sec. 4

sec. 5

sec. 6

on 5sectio

on 4sectio

on 3sectio

n 6section

Soil movements

total soil to be kept on site: 
30600 mc

existing soil mounds:
9500 mc
canal excavation soil mounds:
15300 mc

drainage works soil 
excavations mounds:
15300 mc

soil elevation distribution and 
levels:
A_soil leveling on existing quotas
B_soil leveling and raising soil from 
excavations (maximum 0,73 m hight)
C_soil leveling and raising soil from 
excavations (maximum 1,08 m hight)

new soil uses:
A_gardens
B_actual productive garden
C_future productive garden extention
D_natural evolution land

30.600 m2

existing soil mounds:          

9.500 m2

canal excavation soil mounds:  
15.300 m2

drainage works soil
excavations mounds:
15.300 m2

soil elevation distribution and
levels:
A_ soil leveling on existing quotas

B_ soil leveling and raising soil 

from excavations

(maximum 0.73 m height)

C_ soil leveling and raising soil 

from excavations

(maximun 1.08 m height).( i 1 08 h i h )

new soil uses:
A_ gardens

B_ current productive garden

C_ future productive garden

extention

D_ natural evolution land
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4. new canal and docks
Public access to the island from the Venice lagoon, in addition to the one reserved 
for hotel guests, has been ensured by the reopening of an historic island canal.

A new dock equipped with fl oating walkways, introduces guests to the plaza paved 
in white stone, which has become the ‘centrepiece’ of the layout of this recovered 
island. 

From the new plaza for public use (under which a tank was built for stormwater 
storage and the recycling of irrigation water) it is possible to walk to all open 
spaces, parks, hotel facilities and pavilions. 

The opening of the new navigable canal in the lagoon has been made possible 
thanks to the specifi c morphology of the artifi cial island, resulting from the 
excavation of the mud from the old Venice harbour. The new canal was located on 
an older abandoned one, which derived from the typical ‘strip’ fi lling alignments 
used in mud landfi lls. 

A new white concrete pedestrian bridge, which crosses the new canal, connects 
all the pedestrian paths of the island. 

Finally, according to Venice Law, the excavation of a new canal within the lagoon 
becomes public when seawater enters. Thus, aft er its construction, the new Sacca 
Sessola canal and docks became public, permitting the site to be open to anyone 
wishing to visit the island.

Historic canal map

2000 ca.

1950 ca.

2004 ca.
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NEW CANAL AND DOKS
D | INTERVENTIONS

brick wall bank         |     244 m 

natural bank             |     260 m

strengthened natural park   |  153 m

bridges

shore strenghtening and  maintenance of 
the shore vegetation control
Tamarix gallica, Eleagnus angustifolia, Ulmus   

shore strenghtening and completion of 
the shore vegetation  |
Tamarix gallica, Eleagnus angustifolia, Ulmus   

shore strenghtening and completion of the 
shore vegetation
Tamarix gallica, Eleagnus angustifolia   

facilities mitigation through completion 
of the existing vegetation 
Pinus nigra, Quercus ilex Laurus nobilis (n°41)

new canal costruction | Tamarix gallica

NEW CANAL AND DOCKS
D  |    INTERVENTIONS

  |  244 m

natural bank | 260 m

bridges

facilities mitigation through completion of 
the existing vegetation
Pinus nigra, Quercus ilex, Laurus nobilis

Tamarix gallica

shore strengthening and completion of the 
shore vegetation

 shore strengthening and completion of the 
 shore vegetation

 shore strengthening and maintenance of  the
 shore vegetation control

Overlay of historic canal

New canal and docks plan

New canal for lagoon water

circulation

New plaza and docks for 

public use

New canal for public access
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Image taken during the construction (MZ)

Completed works, (MZ)

New canal for lagoon water 
circulation.

Section 5

average sea level

Section 4
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New plaza and docks for public use.

Longitudinal section docks 02 
LSD02

LSD02

CSD 01

LSNP
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Docks for public use. (MZ)
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Longitudinal section 2

Cross section 6

section 2

se
ct

io
n 

6
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Images taken during the construction. (CZ)

Section 3

Section 4

Tamarix gallica Tamarix gallica
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Section 0 
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technical data

project     Sacca Sessola island

location     Venice | Italy

property and management  La Sessola s.r.l.                  

authors 

landscape and open spaces  CZ studio Paolo Ceccon Laura Zampieri architetti

buildings and general coordination: MTLC | Matteo Thun & Partners

engineering:    Milan Ingegneria

date of project    2012 / 2013 

construction date   2013 / 2016

surface area    16 ha

budget     2,300,000 € 

photography    CZstudio associati (CZ) | Marco Zanta (MZ) 
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